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Abstract
The old Benedictine and Cistercian monasteries of Western Europe faced new testing economic
conditions by the late Middle Ages. Gifts and donations to the institutions had dried up, the
manorial system and serfdom were on the wane, and furthermore, these old monasteries faced
competition from new private and charitable foundations such as hospitals and mendicant
houses. Many monasteries fell into economic decline as a result, suffering from a crisis in
liquidity and from expropriation of their lands. Was this decline inevitable or avoidable,
however? By focusing on some cases of institutional adaptation in the Low Countries and Italy,
it is shown that these older monasteries could adapt and reinvent themselves to stave off crisis.
However, as is later revealed, not all monasteries encountered the same favourable power and
property constellations necessary to achieve the required levels of institutional flexibility.
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Introduction
Benedictine, and latterly Cistercian monasteries and abbeys, rose up in the early Middle
Ages under support and patronage from Kings, territorial lords and princes, and
eventually nobles. Lay authorities, for a variety of economic, political1 and spiritual
reasons, granted large tracts of land to these ecclesiastical institutions, further
supported by rights and privileges to areas of uncultivated woodland and waste,
allowing for expansion. Through donation, purchase, and (at times) reclamation of new
lands,2 monasteries and abbeys throughout Western Europe grew to be powerful
institutions.3 Landed estates were the most important sources of revenue for the
Church.4 These institutions were often great landowners,5 supporting large numbers of
in-living religious personnel, monks, and lay brothers,6 and exploited grand demesnes
using grange farms worked by a combination of unfree tenant labour and wage workers. 7
These older monasteries were further supported by an inflow of tithes from parish
churches.8
These powerful ecclesiastical institutions, however, experienced a new set of
challenges and conditions in the late Middle Ages that set in motion a process of
economic decline. Monasteries and abbeys across Western Europe shared a set of
common problems. By the thirteenth century, the gifts and donations of land that
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supported the older monasteries had dried up almost completely, 9 which was partly
linked to the competition they faced through the emergence of new ecclesiastical
institutions: private religious and charitable foundations such as hospitals, poor tables,
mendicant houses, and vicarages.10 In contrast to the rural monasteries, these
institutions were increasingly based in the towns and cities.11 The lack of donations was
a problem exacerbated by the legislation which swept across Europe from the thirteenth
century onward, preventing alienations to the church.12 Furthermore, the late Middle
Ages brought new difficulties for agricultural organisation and economic exploitation of
the land. As has been noted in many general works, the old feudal structures began to
collapse, extra-economic coercion no longer became viable, spelling the end for the
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institution of serfdom. 13 Former subordinate tenants began to assert their freedoms
from signorial oppression, and the former rural elites were displaced by rising urban
jurisdictions and consolidation of land. In effect, the old monasteries lost their ability to
exploit demesnes through coerced (and wage) labour in the context of the late-medieval
collapse of the manorial system in large parts of Western Europe.
These old ecclesiastical institutions had (a) relied on a constant stream of gifts and
(b) were originally set up for the manorial economy. When gifts dried up and the
manorial system began to collapse (alongside the heightened competition from new
religious institutions), these very same monasteries and abbeys faced a dilemma. They
either had to adapt to the new conditions or face ultimate ruin. As it happened, many of
the institutions did not adapt – thus falling irrecoverably into economic decline.
Probably the most influential scholarship detailing this decline was the work of Italian
economic historian, Carlo Cipolla, in a paper now published over 60 years ago. He
showed that in Northern Italy, the period between the fourteenth and sixteenth
centuries brought about the widespread alienation of church lands to new lay
encroachers, taking advantage of monasteries’ long-standing shortage in liquid capital,
so much so that by the mid sixteenth century these institutions owned only around 10
percent of the total land in Lombardy.14 In the late Middle Ages, monasteries’ inability to
adapt to the new economic conditions had led to liquidity problems, which in turn had
made them susceptible to expropriation.15 This ‘crise ignorée’ thesis was subsequently
supported and extended for Western Europe in general by David Herlihy, who suggested
the great era of ecclesiastical landownership was the ninth century, and that the church’s
grip over its property began to significantly weaken after the twelfth century.16
Furthermore, scholars have coupled the economic changes with a ‘moral decay’
narrative17 to create a largely negative picture of monasteries and abbeys in Western
13
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Europe after 1300.18 They were under pressure, financially crippled, out of date19 and
outmoded, failing to recruit,20 and essentially, dying a slow death.
Not everyone has subscribed to this thesis of total economic decline for the old
ecclesiastical institutions of Europe in the late Middle Ages.21 In fact, Cipolla’s evidence
for the disintegration of the old ecclesiastical estates has been explicitly questioned.22
Furthermore, while Cipolla focused on the monasteries of the Mediterranean, it was
noted even by observers in the thirteenth century that the same institutions were faring
better north of the Alps.23 Scholars have also cautioned us against a picture of total
decline for the old older by pointing towards the relatively buoyant state of female
convents adhering to the principles of the Cistercians.24 Yet, we do not need to be as
extreme as Cipolla in our views to recognise that many monasteries in Western Europe
during the late Middle Ages were failing to adapt to circumstances which were
altogether different from when they were founded.
Monasteries became caught in a web of debt. For example, the once flourishing
Benedictine monastery of S. Fiora in Tuscany had by the thirteenth century contracted
debts with Aretine banks, with wealthy Florentine burghers, and with suppliers, putting
a massive strain on the finances needed to pay servants, workers, monks, and offer
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religious services.25 In fact by the end of the thirteenth century, there were only a few
monks left – most of the order had relocated to the city of Arezzo to live there. Monastic
lands were even usurped by peasant cultivators according to Giovanni Cherubini,
apparently ‘no longer fearful of eternal damnation’.26 Many institutions in this area of
Tuscany went the same way: the monastery of Vescovato, the canon of S. Donato, and
the abbey of Campoleone all faced ruination. On a wider scale though, the truly great
monasteries all across Italy such as Subiaco, Farfa, and Montecassino fell into
difficulties from 1200 onwards.27 Elsewhere in Europe, in a desperate attempt to avoid
financial ruin, monasteries in the late Middle Ages tended to fall increasingly under the
direct power and control of their protectors and lay benefactors – much more than was
seen earlier in the medieval period.28 Monasteries became tools for aristocrats to use in
their political machinations.29 Furthermore, abbeys north of the Alps also began to lose
substantial parts of their land, such as the abbey of Berne in the south of Holland and
old ecclesiastical institutions in the Namur region of Wallonia.30 Signs of decline and
stagnation have been noted for a number of older monasteries in Northern Europe.31
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The point emphasized so far is not that the old monasteries faced economic ruin in
the late Middle Ages, but instead that a large proportion of these institutions were
ruined, but it was not inevitable. All Western European monasteries by more or less
1300 shared a common set of problems; in particular the decline of donations, the
disappearance of the manorial economy, and the competition of new religious
institutions. The inability of many of the old monasteries to adapt to these conditions
led to liquidity problems and the chances of expropriation; but it must be emphasized it
was a failure to adapt to new circumstances. Old ecclesiastical institutions across
Western Europe experienced economic decline because they were unable or unwilling to
adapt to change. In this paper, this point is emphasized by focusing on one old
monastery and one old abbey which unusually found solutions to the common set of
problems. The monastery of Camaldoli (East Tuscany) and Marienweerd (Dutch river
area) used adaptive strategies to stave off crisis and (in Camaldoli’s case) actively thrive,
showing that nothing was inevitable and the monasteries could have saved themselves if
they had shown similar flexibility. In the final section of the paper, some consideration
is given to the reasons why a large proportion of ‘old’ ecclesiastical institutions failed to
implement adaptive strategies.
I: The rise of Camaldoli and Marienweerd (eleventh to thirteenth centuries)
The background to the foundation of both Camaldoli and Marienweerd has already been
addressed in great detail in two large monographs written by two well-known medieval
historians, Chris Wickham and Bas van Bavel respectively.32 Camaldoli was founded in
1005 as a reformation of the Benedictine order by Romualdo of Ravenna, a monk of
noble lineage. 33 Marienweerd’s foundation was confirmed by the Bishop of Utrecht (a
territorial lord) in 1129 (over 100 years later than Camaldoli) and supported by
patronage from the noble van Cuijk family.34 The natural environments in which the
institutions were first built were quite different. The monastery of Camaldoli was located
in a peripheral and isolated mountain region about 40km to the east of Florence known
32
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as the Casentino Valley, and was hidden away high up in the dense ancient forests.35 The
abbey of Marienweerd was built in a flatter environment in a part of the central Dutch
river area known as the West Betuwe; the building itself lying close to the winding Linge
River.

FIGURE 1. Locations of Camaldoli and Marienweerd
There were similarities to the early trajectories of both institutions. Upon
foundation, both slowly increased their span of landownership through donations from
elites and common folk. Although starting from quite humble origins, Camaldoli
benefited from support by the Bishop of Arezzo, securing rights to vast portions of the
forest which surrounded the monastery and receiving signorial jurisdictions to certain
local territories.36 Indeed, 55 of the earliest 140 mentions of landholding in a book of
charters belonging to Camaldoli confirmed that the land bordered the Episcopal lands of
the Bishop of Arezzo.37 Camaldoli, however, probably had less reliance on feudal
35
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relationships and patronage from connected families than other nearby monasteries
such as Strumi, which rose up through the patronage of the influential aristocratic Guidi
family.38 Marienweerd grew (probably at a quicker rate than Camaldoli) through gifts of
land and jurisdiction by territorial lords but also local noble families such as the van
Cuijks. The Marienweerdse Veld, the land surrounding the abbey to the north and which
came to be their most significant demesne, was given to Marienweerd by the Bishop of
Utrecht and the Duke of Gelre by 1231.39 Marienweerd also received a variety of lands in
the nearby territories of Enspijk, Rumpt, Buurmalsen, Deil and Beesd, through a grant
by Pope Urbanus IV.40 In another later case, the feudal lord of Buren granted the abbey
the right to pasture animals on his property and make free use of his drainage system.41
In the years after its foundation, Camaldoli benefited most of all from numerous
small gifts of land by commoners, particularly from a network of villages in the central
part of the Casentino Valley (the Archiano). Wickham showed this was not a consistent
process, but rather a cyclical, stop-start development, where periods of intense giftgiving were interspersed by periods of inactivity.42 These tended to be tiny morsels and
scattered plots rather than coherent estates, indicative of smallholder activity. In that
case, Camaldoli built up a wide geographical span of landholding between the eleventh
and thirteenth centuries, although it was difficult to arrange these plots into coherent
productive units. Marienweerd did not receive many gifts of land from lower down the
social hierarchy. Instead, after the initial large gifts from elites during the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries, Marienweerd at the end of the thirteenth and into the fourteenth
century began to purchase land from elites and common folk. These plots ranged in size,
and though many were small, they were generally larger than the tiny morsels taken by
Camaldoli. Thus, although there were differences, Camaldoli and Marienweerd in the
high Middle Ages grew in strength through land accumulation via a combination of
donations and purchases. They both were supported financially by parish tithes as well;
a ninth of the produce in Camaldoli and some farms owned up to a third of their
produce to Marienweerd.43
The early economic exploitation and agricultural organisation also offered some
points of similarity and difference between the institutions. Using both the large
donations from territorial and feudal lords and the purchase of new lands, during the
38
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twelfth and thirteenth centuries Marienweerd moved towards a manorial economy with
direct demesne management of agriculture. The abbey created a network of coherent
productive units known as granges or ‘uithoven’, which they directly exploited through a
combination of unfree serf labour, wage workers, and lay brothers. 44 The first granges
such as Ganshoevel and De Woerd were located on the older-cultivated lands close to
the abbey building in the Marienweerdse Veld. Granges further away like the Haag Spijk
in Buurmalsen, however, were built up by purchase from local smallholders and
medium-sized proprietors, a chronology in line with Norbertine and Cistercian
institutions elsewhere in Europe.45 Camaldoli, likewise, established a network of granges
or manorial ‘curtes’. These were rarely coherent units, however. At best they were
‘collecting centres’ for gathering up the tithes and rents owed to the monastery from
across the valley, places for applying private monastic justice,46 but the scattered
distribution of plots belonging to Camaldoli and the mountain terrain prevented these
granges from becoming large consolidated units for arable production.
Despite certain differences in their early economic and agricultural organisation,
probably these were outweighed by their similarities. Both had built up extensive spans
44
45
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of landownership by the end of the thirteenth century. Both had also made use of feudal
jurisdictions and extra-economic coercion to support their economies. Up to the
thirteenth century, the Dutch river area was one of the most heavily manorialised areas
of the Low Countries.47 Marienweerd certainly made use of their unfree serfs, inducing
them to perform customary works on their demesnes. By the second half of the
thirteenth century, however, extra-economic coercion began to wane as seen for
example, in an episode from the abbey’s manor at nearby Zoelmond in 1259, where 70
men refused to accept their serf status and deserted.48 Camaldoli also used feudal
jurisdictions, and some levels of unfreedom and demesne agriculture in fact lingered on
into the sixteenth century.49 However, we must be careful not exaggerate Camaldoli and
the region of the Casentino as a ‘backward’ or ‘conservative’ place.50 Most of Camaldoli’s
demesnes were small, the customary labour obligations were not particularly onerous,
and the corvées were symbolic rather than having real economic significance.51 In any
case, we can sum up the early development of the two institutions by asserting the fact
that by 1300, Camaldoli and Marienweerd had used a combination of land
accumulation, direct management of agriculture, feudal jurisdictions and extraeconomic coercion (supported by wage labour and lay brethren), and a constant stream
of rents and tithes to create for themselves powerful economic positions within their
local environments.
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II: Two ‘success stories’: late-medieval economic change and adaptable
institutions
By the end of the thirteenth century, both Camaldoli and Marienweerd had forged
strong economic positions. This was not unusual for ‘old established’ ecclesiastical
institutions in Western Europe – numerous monasteries had come to dominate their
surroundings over the early and high Middle Ages. However, both institutions by the
fourteenth century had to contend with new economic changes such as the declining
power of serfdom, the drying-up of gifts and donations, and the rise of new ecclesiastical
institutions as competition – challenges exacerbated by the generally poor agricultural
conditions caused by plague epidemics and poor harvests. What did these changes mean
for monastic institutions and their future direction?
Certainly Camaldoli and Marienweerd experienced difficult times and periods of
crisis during the late Middle Ages. Indeed, financial pressures meant that Marienweerd
were forced to sell off many of their distant lands, including important uithoven at
Schalkwijk to the Oudwijker St. Stevensabdij in 1327 and at Naaldwijk to the knight
Hendrik van Naaldwijk in 1406.52 Similarly Camaldoli knew periods of debt,53 and at
times were forced to sell-off distant peripheral lands, such as at Borsemulo in 1319.54 Yet
for all the difficulties Marienweerd faced during the late Middle Ages, it maintained its
landholding base well into the sixteenth century, and only lost 10 percent of its property
during the difficult financial crisis around 1400.55 In fact, Marienweerd maintained a
strong position in the Dutch river area all the way up to the 1560’s, when it was
eventually reduced to a fraction of its former size by repeated plundering resulting from
the great political and religious upheavals of the Reformation period. Camaldoli
arguably performed even better over the late Middle Ages. As well as showing resilience
in the face of crises, Camaldoli went a step further than Marienweerd by actively
improving their economic position within the Casentino Valley by the sixteenth century.
As we learn from the following paragraphs, the late Middle Ages may have spelt the end
for the old monastic organisation, but it also stimulated some institutions into new
directions, effectively reinventing themselves.
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A: Marienweerd
During the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, Marienweerd exploited its lands directly
using demesnes, granges (uithoven), and a combination of wage and coerced labour. In
contrast to the perception of Norbertine and Cisterican institutions as big land
reclaimers,56 Marienweerd built up its estates through firstly donation and secondly
acquisition of already cultivated land.57 In fact, Marienweerd continued to acquire small
plots of land from rural people lower down the social hierarchy all the way up to 1350,
much later than other comparable institutions.58 The late Middle ages, however, brought
many changes. Marienweerd could no longer enforce customary labour works on its
serfs by the thirteenth century, leading to a break-down of its manorial mode of
exploitation. Rapidly developing urban centres and reclamations of the marshes in
Holland offered subjected peasants new opportunities for freedom.59 Taken together
with increased bouts of pestilence and plague,60 some poor harvests, and the precarious
state of the natural environment and water management systems,61 the onset of the
fourteenth century presented the abbey of Marienweerd with some real challenges.
56
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As a result of these new conditions, Marienweerd needed to change its approach.
Its biggest achievement as an institution was its ability to rapidly switch from direct to
indirect economic exploitation during the fourteenth century, while at the same time
consolidating and maintaining its landholding base. In many parts of Western Europe,
the decline of manorialism strengthened the position of the peasantry to the detriment
of the feudal lords and ecclesiastical institutions.62 The development of Marienweerd
bucked that trend and the peasants made no gains in terms of landownership, despite
casting off the shackles of serfdom. Instead of exploiting their demesnes themselves,
Marienweerd began to divide up their estates into plots (generally 2 or 3 hectares in
size), suitable for leasing-out to rural farmers or peasants, stimulating the emergence of
a fluid and flexible short-term lease market in land.63 While at the beginning of the
fourteenth century Marienweerd directly farmed nearly all of its lands (within its
vicinity)64, by 1442 around 70% of that was out to lease.65 At its highest level between the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, that proportion of lease land moved to around 90%.
The fact that some land was always kept in hand by the abbey can be explained by the
persistence of at least one solitary demesne located in the Marienweerdse Veld which
surrounded the abbey buildings to the north and fluctuated in size around the 340
hectares mark.66 The move towards leasehold, however, did not impact significantly on
the size of Marienweerd’s landed estate over the long term of the Middle Ages. From the
height of its land accumulation around 1350 to the mid sixteenth century (before the
disastrous plundering), Marienweerd only conceded around a tenth of its entire estate.
Marienweerd’s decision to indirectly exploit its property probably accounts for its
resilience over the late Middle Ages. The twin developments of the decline of extraeconomic coercion and the dramatic drop in population caused by plagues and the Black
Death would have led to the employment of scarce wage labourers, who inevitably would
Beesd 2, 1170, 112. Also see the terrible episodes described in J. Kuys (ed.), De Tielse kroniek. Een
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have commanded high wages. Merely turning over to leasehold did not predicate any
sort of inevitable success for Marienweerd, however – plenty of lords and institutions
moved towards indirect exploitation of their farms in the late Middle Ages, which was
accompanied by the alienation and sale of vast portions of their estate as a result of
financial difficulties. Indeed, just as Marienweerd would have suffered from a lack of
labour and high wages in a system of direct exploitation, they suffered instead from a
lack of potential tenants and low lease prices paid. Although there is no data until 1442
to confirm it, one would think that the lease prices were terribly low in the likely
population nadir after the Black Death. The sales of land around 1400 are testament to
the likely financial difficulties that followed.
On the same path, perhaps Marienweerd would have fell into ruin. The abbey
was saved, however, by the particular configuration of the lease market in which they
operated – and a configuration which they actively supported. The fluidity and flexibility
of the lease market (with its frequent transfers of parcels), the clear and secure property
rights enhanced by the public auctions, and prevailing philosophy of the ‘highest price
paid secures the lease land’ created new property constellations in the countryside.
Successful local farmers began to rearrange the small three-hectare plots into more
coherent and larger units. By the sixteenth century, an entirely new social group had
been formed, the large tenant farmers, who were leasing from large landowning
institutions like Marienweerd, sizeable consolidated farms.67 Over the long term, lease
books show how these farms were pieced together from small random lease plots into
coherent units.68 Now society was entirely polarised between a small band of elite
farmers and a growing band of landless labourers, priced out of the lease market and
probably had given up the last of their lease land to their more successful neighbours.69
67
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As a result, these developments made the farms more valuable and suitable for
commercialised agriculture, and pushed the prices of Marienweerd’s lease land to new
highs. The average price paid for a hectare of Marienweerd’s lease land in 1442 was
almost trebled before the onset of plundering in 1567.70 Marienweerd clearly benefitted
from these new property constellations, and actually actively supported the trends by
investing in the farms which they were leasing out. In fact, Marienweerd may have
reinvested up to a fifth of its gross income in the lease farms, making repairs, building
brick

farmhouses,

and

constructing

and

maintaining

dikes.71

Furthermore,

Marienweerd, like many lay landowners in the Dutch river area, stimulated the situation
by offering large tenant farmers favourable credit arrangements in times of hardship.72
Thus, in sum, Marienweerd escaped a possibly dismal end during late Middle Ages
through its capacity to rapidly move towards indirect exploitation of agriculture, but also
through its active support of the dynamic changes to the property structure caused by
short-term leasing within the Dutch river area.
B: Camaldoli
From the thirteenth century, Camaldoli had to respond to a new set of pressures and
conditions. The lands and rights to the forests that the Bishop of Arezzo had given to the
monastery after its foundation were now a point of contention. Aware of losing his grip
over the Casentino Valley, the Bishop now wanted these lands back; cue a series of
chartered disputes.73 Tensions grew to such a level that the Bishop instigated a robbery
of the monastery and their castello in the village of Soci: the Bishop was urged to return
the stolen glassware, books, money and animals.74 More than this, however, Camaldoli
had to face up to increasing jurisdictional pressures from the urban government of
Florence after 1300. During the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the Florentine
government was anxious to extend its span of jurisdiction into wider and more
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peripheral areas of the Tuscan countryside: the so-called distretto.75 The Casentino
Valley, the mountainous area in the east of Tuscany where Camaldoli was situated, was
one of these places. Some villages were conceded to the Florentine administration in the
mid-fourteenth century, such as Pratovecchio in 1343, Castel San Niccolo in 1348, or
Bibbiena in 1359,76 while others took longer to bring to heel such as Guidi (lay
aristocratic family) strongholds of Stia in 1402 and Poppi in 1440.77 In some mountain
villages which put up stronger resistance against the Florentine authorities, troops were
sent in to burn houses to the ground.78 Lay aristocratic families such as the Ubertini only
clung onto their jurisdictions over the villages of Chitignano, Rosina, and Taena, by
making tactical concessions elsewhere.79 The point is that the late-medieval monastery
of Camaldoli had to face up to a significant new alignment of pressures and challenges;
the likes of which had already brought other older ecclesiastical institutions to ruin.
In the face of these challenges, Camaldoli thrived during the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries, however. Indeed, by the time of the Florentine Catasto in 1427, the monastery
supported around 300 resident monks, who resided slightly further up the mountain at
the isolated hermitage.80 Camaldoli achieved this by transforming itself from the
isolated, peaceful, spiritual sanctuary typified by the hidden-away hermitage, into an
institution orientated towards the commercialised production of agricultural and
mountain produce. Indeed, the monastery fought off the challenges described above by
adapting to general economic changes brought about by the rise of Florence into a
powerful city-state by 1300. The eleven-fold growth in the Florentine urban population
during the thirteenth century led to an increasingly harsh domination of their close rural
hinterlands known as the contado.81 However, mountain areas of the distretto further
from Florence such as the Casentino Valley, benefited from the rise of Florence and the
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emergence of a buoyant urban market for agricultural and mountain produce.82 Not only
did the East Tuscan mountain villages flourish under these new economic stimuli, but
the great landowning monastery of Camaldoli also profited from this development.
Indeed, while the traditional narrative has tended to focus on the monasteries struggling
to deal with the loss of their extra-economic powers, little attention has been paid to the
emerging dynamic between the city and the monastery.
Camaldoli completely refocused its economic activity in response to late-medieval
change. Key to Camaldoli’s commercial ventures was a new larger-scale pastoral
economy. 83 Indeed, the Casentino Valley became so renowned for its grazing in the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries that outsiders began to periodically pasture animals
there too.84 In 1419, one Florentine put 600 sheep on Camaldoli’s pastures, in that year
narrowly more than the monastery itself.85 Camaldoli profited from this venture by
charging very high cash rents for the privilege. Furthermore, the monastery began to
systematically reorganise its pastures into coherent blocks (in contrast to the scattered
arable plots), such as the 12-hectare unit at Campo Drezzale in Serravalle or the 10hectare unit they created at Siepi by 1576 at the very latest.86 In fact demand for pasture
in the region was so high that Camaldoli leased out some of its remaining meadows at
Asqua (near the Arno River) in 1515 to local farmers.87 Camaldoli also benefited from the
development of the long-distance sheep walks (transhumance); enticing local people
into the system by offering transit rights and better regulation of grazing.88 The
development of this pastoral economy in turn supported a blossoming local production
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in wool,89 with looms and dying equipment appearing all along the banks of the Arno
River in the Casentino.90
In the late Middle Ages, Camaldoli also began to more commercially exploit the great
forests that surrounded the monastery. Lumber cut in saw mills was put on rafts and
floated down the Arno River into Florence.91 Camaldoli was a big player in the timber
trade: for example, they offered a concession to a Florentine buyer in 1317, selling 3000
pieces of wood to him for 2000 florins (normally they were 2500 florins).92 The profits
to be made from timber led the monastery to request that parts of the rents from their
leased farms were to be paid in wood in the fifteenth century.93 Wood became so
economically valuable to the monastery that the forest began to be more stringently
regulated. Already in 1279, the Prior of Camaldoli had been forbidden to cut down trees
for wood to repair the hermitage without first consulting the wider monastic
community.94 Some 300 years later, the woods were still being regulated (perhaps even
more closely) as a series of charters between 1563 and 1575 strictly forbade the monks at
Camaldoli to cut trees in the forest without consultation with the local communities and
the monastery.95
Camaldoli commercialised other aspects of their economic portfolio in the late
Middle Ages. The monastery’s wine was highly prized and found a willing urban market.
Vineyards were common in the valley and were the highest valued of all lands in the
catasto. Unlike the fragmented pieces of arable, these were more often coherent units
kept in clausura. Camaldoli saw the commercial sense in producing good wine and kept
vineyards in demesne well into the sixteenth century, such as the ‘Vigna dei Romiti’ at
Pratovecchio. 96 Members of the monastery also caught fish to sell at market, much to the
displeasure of the Florentine government who was concerned not only about losing a
potential supply of food upstream but also the poisoning of the river.97 In 1450 the city
threatened the people of the Casentino with substantial fines if caught poisoning the
89
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river with lime and nut shells, and in particular, ‘Priests, clerks or other religious lay
brothers’ were revealed as the main guilty parties.98
Camaldoli was able to respond to the new economic circumstances presented before
them by commercialising their mountain economy in the late Middle Ages. More than
this though, the monastery was able to show great flexibility in its modes of exploitation.
After 1300, granges and curtes (relics of a previous manorial exploitation) were
subdivided and transformed into a new series of coherent farms known as poderi. These
were exploited indirectly through fixed short-term leases (in contrast to the
sharecropping farms of the contado) with rents pre-agreed amounts rather than
percentages of surplus.99 Although part of a commercialising economy, Camaldoli
clearly had one eye on sustaining the large monastic community; adapting the rents to
the produce needed the most. In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, tenants paid in
combinations of cash, piles of wood, grain, legumes, eggs, bread, chickens, beans, oil,
pork, and even a few days labour on the monastery’s demesnes.100 In contrast to the
declining rents shown by David Herlihy on the poderi of Impruneta in the contado
(landlords lowered the amounts to attract tenants), the rents on the Casentinese poderi
increased between the middle of the fourteenth and the end of the fifteenth century,
indicative of a buoyant economy and population. For example, the Castaldo Benedenti
for the ‘Podere Cutrino’ at Monte paid Camaldoli a rent of 110 staia of grains and 25
staia from his vineyards and orchards in 1349 but in 1481 the rent was 188 staia of
grains, 300 pounds of pork, two chickens, a pair of capons, 200 eggs and one cell of
wood.101 The number of poderi also increased substantially; Camaldoli had just six
documented in 1328 but over 30 by the onset of the sixteenth century.
What was striking about Camaldoli’s modes of exploitation was their great flexibility
in tenurial structures. The monastery was not afraid of simultaneously employing a
great variety in tenurial forms; some ancient rents based more on custom and fidelity,
alongside newer tenancies more linked to the market value of the land and paid in cash
or kind. Indicative of this flexibility in modes of exploitation was the constant and rapid
switching between direct and indirect agricultural management. For example, one
podere in the mountain village of Monte was worked by a former castaldo (lay brother)
as a tenant in 1328, in 1332 it returned back to the monks of the hermitage at Camaldoli,
and then in 1334 it once again was worked by the same tenant, the former castaldo
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Benuccio.102 In sum, the monastery of Camadoli was prepared to create adaptations to
their economic portfolios, their property structures, and the ways in which they
exploited resources, in the face of economic change and new political pressures and
alignments in the late Middle Ages, allowing the institution to solidify and even improve
its position within the east Tuscan mountains.

III: Why were many old ecclesiastical institutions in Western Europe
unable to adapt to the late Middle Ages?
A main feature of the old Benedictine and Cistercian monasteries across Western
Europe was their ability to build up large landed estates after their foundation. When
the gifts dried-up and the manorial system disintegrated, these lands came under
pressure of usurpation. As seen from the paragraphs above, however, Camaldoli and
Marienweerd reinvented themselves in order to limit the damage to their landed
portfolios in the late Middle Ages. If Camaldoli and Marienweerd were able to rearrange
their economic and agricultural direction to adapt to the new challenges they faced, an
obvious follow-up question is why were they able to do it when so many other
monasteries and abbeys failed or were unwilling to change? What did these institutions
have, that the monasteries teetering on the brink of collapse and financial ruin did not?
The point emphasized in this section is that the economic decline of the older
monasteries (in the face of late-medieval change) could have been halted through active
institutional adaptation such as in the case of Marienweerd and Camaldoli. However,
the flexibility of these institutions to create an effective response to save themselves was
dependent on the freedom they had to make those decisions. Some old ecclesiastical
institutions were more restricted by the particular power and property constellations
present in the area in which they operated. Indeed, Camaldoli and Marienweerd had the
freedom to adapt thanks to the absence of two key restrictive pressures. Both
encountered (a) an absence of coercive and domineering urban jurisdictions and an
absence of urban consolidation of jurisdiction and property-ownership in the
countryside where they were located, and (b) a freedom and distance from their lay
founders.
Strong cities tended to have a negative effect on the older monasteries, not just
because urban institutions and burghers were more likely to support new foundations
such as hospitals or mendicant houses in the late Middle Ages instead, but cities were
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frequently a source of restrictive anti-ecclesiastical legislation.103 Indeed, it has been
empirically shown that there was often a negative relationship between late-medieval
landownership of the old ecclesiastical institutions and the level of urbanisation in a
particular territory.104 Marienweerd and Camaldoli, however, escaped these urban
pressures. Marienweerd was located in the western part of the Dutch river area; a region
typified by very little urban growth and very minimal urban landownership and
encroachment.105 Even where urban landownership was significant, it was not typical
absentee exploitation: in fact, townspeople of Culemborg bought small plots just outside
the town and farmed them themselves.106 Dorestad had long declined in the tenth
century, and Tiel entirely failed to expand from its eleventh-century foundations.107
Camaldoli similarly was located in an area which did not experience any sort of urban
consolidation of land or encroachment. Many of the settlements in the mountains
became (eventually) incorporated into the Florentine jurisdiction, but land transfer into
the hands of wealthy Florentine burghers or institutions was entirely rare this far out.108
Urban jurisdictions frequently failed to puncture through the assorted layers of village,
ecclesiastical, communal, signorial, and territorial jurisdiction present in the Casentino
Valley.
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Secondly, Marienweerd and Camaldoli had a certain freedom of decision-making
thanks to their ability to maintain a distance from their elite lay donors and founders.
Although they were built up through aristocratic gifts, they were not dominated by any
one particular family. For Camaldoli, this was in contrast to the Guidi’s links to the
monastery of Strumi or the Bishop of Arezzo’s links to S. Fiora. They built up their
power slowly through the high Middle Ages, taking advantage of noble donations
initially, but enhancing their position very slowly through purchase and small gifts from
members of their local communities. This stood them in good stead when economic
conditions changed (for the worse for many monasteries) in the late Middle Ages.
Neither Camaldoli nor Marienweerd were drawn into any feudo-vassalic ties of
dependence with lay aristocrats.109 They were not militarised, and indeed, in the case of
Camaldoli, while many castles had appeared around them during the eleventh and
twelfth centuries,110 none of this had anything to do with the monastery. As a result, the
monasteries did not have to alienate large parts of their land to lay lords in the difficult
economic climate of the late Middle Ages. Non-military strategies did not guarantee
success for older monasteries, but it helped.111 Many monasteries not far from
Marienweerd in the Nedersticht (around Utrecht) or Holland found themselves in the
late Middle Ages embroiled in disputes with the noble families; a network of aristocrats
who argued for greater control over the monastic institutions because they were
originally created to support their families.112
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IV: Conclusion
Thus, to conclude, the old ecclesiastical order of monasteries and abbeys in Western
Europe faced some testing conditions by the late Middle Ages. The conditions in which
they had been founded such as the prevalence of gift-giving and the manorial system
had disappeared, and furthermore, they faced increasing competition from new
ecclesiastical institutions focused more on the urban milieu. Many monasteries began to
fall into economic decline as a result, suffering from a crisis in liquidity and from
expropriation of their lands. Such crisis was not inevitable, however. Monasteries could
adapt to the new economic conditions, effectively reinventing themselves. In this paper,
it has been shown that the abbey of Marienweerd and the monastery of Camaldoli did
precisely that, which allowed them to preserve their valued landed estates into the
sixteenth century. How was it then that a great quantity of Western European old
ecclesiastical institutions failed or chose not to make these institutional adaptations?
The answer probably can be found in the restrictive pressures that hindered the
freedoms needed for flexible responses. Marienweerd and Camaldoli successfully
implemented change, working through favourable property and power constellations.
They operated outside a coercive and dominant urban presence, and furthermore, had
managed to put some distance between themselves and their lay founders – giving them
the autonomy required to change direction as they pleased.
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